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Abstract 
AUSTRALIA 
Early on in Murray Bail's award-winning first novel Homesickness (Macmillan), there's a witty echoing of 
the desire Patrick White professed in 1958 to give the Australian novel the textures of paint and music, 
and to reject what he saw as its journalistic 'realism'. Bail centres on a group of tourists on that Australian 
institution, the World Discovery Tour: 
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The Year That Was 
AUSTRALIA 
Early on in Murray Bail's award-winning first novel Homesickness 
(Macmillan), there's a witty echoing of the desire Patrick White 
professed in 1958 to give the Australian novel the textures of paint and 
music, and to reject what he saw as its journalistic 'realism'. 
Bail centres on a group of tourists on that Australian institution, the 
World Discovery Tour: 
It could almost have been their own country ... the colours were as brown and parched; 
that chaff-coloured grass. Ah, this dun-coloured realism. Any minute now the cry of a 
crow or a cockatoo. 
He rejects both the style of the social realists and what have long since 
become the mannerisms of White's writing too. And yet despite its 
snappy inventiveness, Homesickness is finally a prisoner of its own style. 
Grand Touring offers Bail full scope for the clever and comic imagery 
that distinguishes his short stories: the tourists visit a museum of pygmies, 
the museum of corrugated iron, the brilliant Institution of Marriage, 
and so on. As in Margaret Atwood's museum-piece Life Before Man, the 
intellectual appeal is strong, and the author's cool detachment necessary 
to it. But the narrative lacks an emotional dimension to draw the reader 
onwards. True, it's not Bail's intention to have us involved with his 
characters; rather, with situations and ideas. Biu in consequence the 
reader may find them only bearable for intermittent excursions, and 
read Homesickness as if it were more a collection or a catalogue than a 
single narrative. 
That's not true of the other highly-praised novel this year, Shirley 
Hazzard's The Transit of Venus (Macmillan), though a preoccupation 
with manner is again noticeable. In this expatriate's novel of two Aus-
tralian girls and love in transit, Hazzard manages, despite some quite 
complex plotting, to compel the reader's attention with her compassion 
for her characters and with a classic craftsmanship that seems to offer in 
almost every second sentence some discovery in observation or style. 
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If The Transit of Venus makes the tag 'unjustly neglected' now in-
appropriate to Shirley Hazzard, it clings to the prolific novelist and print-
maker Barbara Hanrahan. (The Australian critics' track record with 
female stylists isn't good: Christina Stead, Thea Astley; Eve Langley, 
Miles Franklin ... ) 
The Frangtpani Gardens (U. Q. P.) is Hanrahan's sixth book, and in it 
she returns to her theme of the traumatic birth from childhood into 
adulthood. It's a novel of complex surfaces set above a gaping and terri-
fying abyss. The ritual of naming, of chanting the past is important as 
the writer reaches for it: Adelaide, 1927, the Duke and Duchess of York, 
the Floating Palais, satin de soie, crepe de Chine ... Hanrahan loves the 
word 'soursob' (and who can blame her?) carnations, Betty blue. Here 
you find the total and consciously claustrophobic recall of childhood that 
you find in The Merry-go-round in the Sea and, finally, in A House for 
Mr Biswas. And the grotesque shock of losing it. 
The pastels, the fine textures and floral embellishments of a Hanrahan 
print play against the lurid red gash of a mouth or the grossness of a 
fluidy-fat pair of female legs, and this tension is reflected in her writing 
style. A distinctive and pleasing writer - perhaps for some readers 
varying too little from one novel to the next - Barbara Hanrahan 
deserves closer attention. 
Her attractive feyness and preoccupation with innocence, if not here 
her rich verbal embroidery, are shared by Randolph Stow in The Girl 
Green as Elderflower (Seeker & Warburg). In style far more accessible 
than Stow's previous novel Visitants, The Girl Green as Elderflower is 
remarkable for the hauntingly simple handling of its mysteries and for its 
resolution of the alienation that has almost been obsessive in Stow's work. 
Set in Suffolk and virtually laying aside Australian subject matter, the 
novel interweaves present narrative and retellings of 12th century fertility 
legends. With his central character Crispin Clare as an outsider suffering 
the shellshock of colonial experience, and becoming initiated into the 
mysteries of the landscape-with-a-past, Stow takes up here where he left 
off with Rick Maplestead at the end of The Merry-go-round in the Sea 
and writes a novel that might compare interestingly with David Maloufs 
An Imaginary Life. 
Whereas Stow's move away from 'matter of Australia' is a natural 
consequence of his having lived in England for so long now, Thomas 
Keneally's · is clearly an artistically and politically motivated choice. 
While Hollywood has long felt free to give American accents to 
Cleopatra, talking apes and even sundowners, the business of playing 
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Amerikans has not been for others to take lightly. So his Confederates 
(Collins) is a characteristically daring venture and on the whole success· 
ful. 
Understandably, Keneally's been careful with his research, but a bit 
too careful. While his dramatic retelling of the Civil War and his 
management of a cast of thousands are remarkable, Confederates inevi-
tably lacks the close and persistent focus on a single mind that marks 
Keneally's best writing. 
Successful publication in the extensive American and British markets, 
which a few Australian writers such as Keneally have managed, of course 
has a price. And with the multiplication factor of British book prices in 
Australia currently a scandalous 3. 7 (a paperback originally BOp. 
becomes $A2.951) resistance to hardback fiction prices grows steadily 
towards some crisis. Keneally's novel in magazine format, The Cut-Price 
J(ingdom (Wildcat Press) is a bold attempt to reverse that trend, but 
although it's a well-written and well-promoted popular novel of political 
intrigue set in Australia of the Second World War, the experiment seems 
to have been only moderately worthwhile in commercial terms. 
Other novels during the year were more rewarding, but less significant 
in relation to the particular writer's development. The best of these, 
Barry Hill's Near the Refinery (McPhee & Gribble) iss short novel that 
reveals the same eye for a good story evident in his collection A Rim of 
Blue. In a plain and laconic style that is only marred by one forgivable 
authorial intrusion, Hill probes two taboos: the sexuality of pubescent 
girls and that of old men. 
Jessica Anderson's The Impersonators (Macmillan), too, treats a 
difficult subject: the effect of money on human nature. Beginning with a 
situation that is reminiscent of The Eye of the Storm, Anderson brings a 
far closer focus than White does to bear on these ordinary people, but 
the novel gathers its power too slowly because of it. And that potentially 
lethal combination of ordinariness and close focus is, for me, the 
problem presented by Helen Garner's novellas Honour & Other People's 
Children (McPhee & Gribble). But it's clearly not a problem for other 
readers. Reviewers' opinions of this book polarise as they did over her 
first novel, Monkey Gnp; and that's something of a cult book now ... 
The year's best short story collection is Summer Ends Now (V. Q.. P.) by 
John Emery, a writer already known as the author of screenplays for Phil 
Noyce's films Backroads and Caravan Park. Emery here tends away from 
the urban/suburban orientation of most recent Australian short stories 
so that the narrator shifts restlessly between the city and the backblocks 
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as Lawson did. There's passion beneath the laconic surface of these 
stories waiting to burst through, and the resulting tension gives them a 
distinct and unpredictable menace which is becoming a persistent theme 
in Australian literature, particularly in the new drama.· 
This kind of tension gathers and finally breaks in the book that 
· dominates the year's work in poetry: Les Murray's The Boys Who Stole 
the Funeral (A & R). Two unemployed city boys steal from the under· 
taker's the body of an old digger, Clarrie Dunn, and head north from 
Sydney to give Clarrie a burial on his home ground: the farm country in 
from the north coast of New South Wales. The story is told in 140 
sonnets, and it's a good one, with Murray's wit, his observation and ear 
frequently at their best. 
But the appeal of this (get it??) 'novel sequence' is not as immediate as 
that of Murray's earlier collections. He's taking on a difficult job, ad· 
mittedly, in trying to bring narrative and verse form together again. But 
complications of plot and symbolism, the ritualistic heightening of 
rhetoric, and the increasingly mysterious laconics of Murray's vemacular 
combine to make the reading unnecessarily tough going at times, and 
persuade me that the form Murray has chosen, however well handled, 
has been an interesting challenge and a rigorous discipline b.ut finally 
quite arbitrary. That said, The Boys Who Stole the Funeral still urges 
more than a second reading. 
The other outstanding collection this year is David Maloufs First 
Things Last (O.Q.P.). His work here is more quietly thoughtful than 
Murray's and manages an intriguing sometimes surreal balance between 
concrete details of a past warmly recalled, and the abstractness of a 
strangely airy dream landscape. Every piece in this short book is worth 
having. 
Less distinctive but a solid collection nevertheless is Geoff Page's 
Cassandra Paddocks (A & R). Coming as they do out of tableland and 
high plain country, his poems are probably disadvantaged by a tempting 
comparison with David Campbell's. Inclined to be set indoors, Page's 
poems are rather sombre and lack the exuberance of open spaces and the 
sense of humour characteristic of the older poet. But their awareness of 
the past and of the family (even though some tire of that in Australian 
poems) and their quiet and precise observation are attractive. 
There's a slow-moving elegance about his style that once identified 
Chris Wallace·Crabbe's poetry, but in The Emotions Are Not Skilled 
Workers (A & R) Wallace·Crabbe shows how far he has moved beyond 
that. Repeatedly concemed about the relationship between passion and 
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intellect, he's an eclectic poet, moving easily between a sequence about 
young boys at Gallipoli and a hymn to underwear. 
The Eating Tree (A & R) is a surprise from Mark O'Connor which 
adds another dimension to John Forbes's plea for 'the real Mark 
O'Connor' to stand up (Australian Literary Studies New Writing issue 
1977). This collection wisely puts aside the tricky but derivative formal 
games of his first book, Reef Poems, but a good deal of it draws on 
O'Connor's experiences in Europe rather than on the source of his best 
poetry, the Great Barrier Reef. When he does write closer to home later 
in this collection, as in 'Turtles Hatching', the work fully justifies and 
now makes irrelevant the epithet frequently applied to his early poems, 
'promising'. 
John Forbes himself has produced some of the most memorable of the 
variable 'New' Australian poetry (notably his '4 Heads and How To Do 
Them'). His third volume, Stalin's Holidays (Transit Poetry) captures, as 
its witty dustjacket does, Forbes's Australia: menace in a flip Hawaiian 
shirt. The intelligence, the humour, the absurd nightmare images, the 
rhythmic control are attractive; the nihilism isn't. 
Two poets finally who've become increasingly interesting. John Blight's 
poetry changed dramatically with a move away from earlier poems about 
the sea in Hart, and here in The New City Poems (A & R) he consolidates 
that change with his often quirky imagery and subject matter. Engaging 
because of its willingness to chance direct personal address and an almost 
flat plain style, this book would have been strenthened by cutting where 
the poetry falls prey to the risks involved. 
And Judith Rodriguez who, as she did in Water Life, complements the 
poems with her own linocuts in Mudcrab at Gambaro s (U. Q. P.) is inter-
esting for strong personal poems, well crafted and only marred by an 
occasional defensive brusqueness of tone. 
Travelling North (Currency) is the year's best play and next to The 
ciub the most satisfying David Williamson has written. Predictably, it's 
become fashinable to knock him for his commercial success (rather than 
praise him for putting bums on seats for Australian plays in so few years). 
But he can afford to laugh: the reviewers also reserve the right to 
condemn Dorothy Hewett for her lack of it. In Travelling North 
Williamson forces the critics to adjust the formula they've established for 
his plays in at least two respects: he writes in Frances a fully and sym-
pathetically developed part for a woman; and he focuses not on the 
young but on the middle aged. 
Although best known as a novelist and short story writer, Barry Oakley 
demonstrates in The Great God Mogadon and Other Plays (U.Q.P.) his 
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more recent commitment to and success in the theatre. The familiar 
Oakley combination of zany humour and anguish makes all the plays 
here very good, but in particular the title piece and 'Scanlan'. During the 
year a brilliant interpretation by actor Max Gillies of this play in the form 
of a lecture on Henry Kendall proved 'Scanlan' to be the most popular 
Australian one-bander since Ron Blair's The Christian Brother. 
And then several important critical publications. Ian Reid's thorough 
and illuminating comparison of Australian and New Zealand novels in 
Fiction of the Great Depression: Australian and New Zealand 1930-1950 
(Edward Arnold) is a provocative book and will hopefully stimulate the 
kind of comparative studies that should have followed J.P. Matthews' 
Tradition in Exile but for various reasons didn't. Shirley Walker's The 
Poetry of judith Wright (Edward Arnold) is a useful study of the relation-
ship between Wright's art and her philosophy, though this focus can lead 
her to questionable evaluations of particular poems. 
A new edition of Barbara Baynton's stories (which ought to be read 
more often than they are alongside Lawson's) by Sally Krimmer and Alan 
Lawson, The Portable Barbara Baynton (U.Q.P.) makes valuable and 
important corrections to previous biographical knowledge of Baynton. 
The inclusion of her largely unreadable novel Human Toll, however, 
shows her growing reputation to have been well-served by the brevity of 
the standard Bush Studies collection. 
Australia's Writers (Nelson), the first volume of Graeme Kinross-
Smith's compendium of photographs, biographies and interviews is 
sometimes interesting for its publication of little known and new pictorial 
material, but the tone of its text falters and is neither on the one hand 
scholarly enough, nor on the other, popular enough, to be satisfying. 
Disappointing, as it may pre-empt a better book for some time. 
And disappointment is one of the themes of the year's best critical 
book, but it's presented by Axel Clark in an exemplary manner. 
Christopher Brennan: a Critical Biography (Melbourne U.P.) is a 
portrait of failure, of a tragic literary figure in the dimensions Harpur 
and Kendall aspired to. Indeed this study of what Kendall called 'the lot 
austere I That ever seems to wait upon I The man of letters here' may 
suggest Brennan not as the first significant modern but the last and 
greatest of the colonial poets in Australia. Clark's sympathetic but rigor-
ously critical integration of the life and the work make Brennan newly 
interesting in a way that the poetry alone is not always able to .do; and 
puts to reSt the lingering suspicion that Brennan is no more than a 




Mordecai Richier'sjoshua Then and Now (McClelland & Stewart) and 
Hugh MacLennan's Voices in Time (Macmillan) have been the most 
talked about books of 1980. Since 1959, when MacLennan's The Watch 
That Ends the Night won the Governor General's Award over Richler's 
The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, these two writers have been 
important figures on the Canadian literary scene. It will be interesting to 
see how the decision goes this year. ' 
Although joshua is clever, accomplished and funny in places, it failed 
to compel my attention in the way Voices did. It's impossible to avoid a 
feeling of deja vue when reading about Joshua Shapiro, a successful, 
middle-aged Jewish journalist happily married to a rich and beautiful 
WASP, yet determined to shatter the fragile shape of his achievements . 
. We've read it all before in St Urbain's Horseman. Yet it could be argued 
t'Iat Joshua embodies a more mature and humane moral vision than its 
predecessor. The expatriate perspective has been left behind, its moving 
ending is far more positive than anything in Horseman and there are 
reconciliations not only between husband and wife but also between 
father and son. The weaknesses - an excessive reliance on stereotypes, 
an episodic structure, the reappearance of stale jokes and stock situations 
- may well be perceived as virtues by a Richler fan, for they characterize 
most of his work. The New York Times Book Review named this one of 
the ten best novels of the year. 
Voices in Time is also set in Montreal, but in a Montreal of the future, 
re-named Metro after 'safe' (non-nuclear) bombs have destroyed the 
world. This future setting enables MacLennan to view the present as 
history and to juxtapose Canada of the '60s and '70s against Hitler's 
Germany. The story emerges through the reminiscences of an old man, 
John Wellfleet, as he attempts to sort out the written records left by his 
German step-father, Conrad Oehme!, and by his cousin, a Canadian 
T.V. journalist, Timothy Wellfleet. This form underplays MacLennan's 
weaknesses in presenting dialogue and in creating convincing women 
while it allows his greatest strength, his compelling elegiac strain, to show 
to advantage. Voices in Time is MacLennan at his best. 
Jane Rule's Contrast with the World, although more soberly written, 
reminds me of Stead's Seven Poor Men of Sydney, for it too focusses on a 
group of people in an urban setting as they struggle to make their indi-
vidual 'contracts with the world'. The six sections devoted to six different 
characters are uneven in interest, but the effect of the whole is complex 
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and engaging. Like Richler and MacLennan, Rule questions the 
direction in which she sees our society moving by creating a work of art 
which provides an alternative vision. 
The most controversial first novel of 1980, Susan ·Musgrave's The 
Charcoal Burners (McClelland & Stewart), is as far as it's possible to go 
from the human didacticism of Richler, MacLennan and Rule. Instead, 
it offers a flirtation with the fascination of evil: surrender to violation and 
psychosis. I found it pretentious and unconvincing, yet it has a disturb-
ing power to disconcert which demands recognition. 
It's been a disappointing year for poetry. At least three writers best 
known for their poetry have chosen to publish prose this year. Musgrave's 
novel may be seen as a new development of an expanding talent, but 
Earle Birney's Spreading Time: Remarks on Canadian Writing and 
Writers. Book I: 1904-1949 (Vehicule) and Robert Kroetsch's The Crow 
Journals (Nu West) are mere excuses for books, scrappy collections of 
notes about their lives. That same tendency to look backward that we saw 
in Richler and MacLennan is evident here. Birney's book reveals some-
thing about Canadian cultural life during his period, but nothing about 
his own creative processes or personal life. Although repetitive and 
poorly organized, it can be provocative. Kroetsch's book is !)land and 
boring. These are the journal entries made during the five years he 
worked on his novel, What the Crow Said. All the humour, energy and 
discipline of the novel are absent here. 
The year's fondness for retrospection is also evident in the number of 
volumes of collected poems now appearing. Among them are Tom 
Marshall's The Elements (Oberon), Collected Poems of Raymond 
Souster. Vol. I. 1940-55 (Oberon), Fred Cogswell's A Long Apprentice-
shzp: Collected Poems (Fiddlehead Poetry Books), and Len Gasparini's 
Breaking and Entering: New and Selected Poems (Mosaic Press/Valley 
Editions). 
The larger publishing firms seem to be abandoning poetry to the 
smaller, locally based publishers. Much is still being published, but little 
worth singling out as yet for an international audience. An example of 
our new regionalism is Six Poets of British Columbia (Sono Nis Press), 
edited by Robin Skelton, whose introduction reveals some of the flaws of 
this approach: 'The poetry of British Columbia is as various as its 
landscape and as full of surprises.' At the other extreme of the critical 
spectrum, we have Nicole Brossard's challenging bilingual anthology of 
experimental writing from Quebec, Les strategies du reel/the story so Jar 
6 (Coach House). She writes: 'This anthology symbolizes for me delight of 
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daring stemming from modes of writing which, in their beginning, 
appeared as refusal, as affirmation of an impossibility confronting the 
already authorized-accepted statement and discourse in the politico-
cultural environment of Quebec in the seventies.' 
Contemporary Quebec Criticism, translated by Larry Shouldice (Uni-
versity of Toronto), makes a. useful companion anthology. Toronto has 
also published The Arts in Canada: The Last Fifty Years, ed. W.J Keith 
and B.Z. Shek, with important essays by Northrop Frye, Hugh Mac-
Lennan, Robertson Davies and George Woodcock, among others. And 
at last there is a critical book on Atwood: Sherill Grace's Violent Duality 
(Yehicule). 
The third volume in the Canada's Lost Plays series, The Developing 
Mosaic: English-Canad1'an Drama to Mid-Century, ed. Anton Wagner 
(Canadian Theatre Review Publications), is the most exciting yet, for it 
documents a history of experimentation, particularly in the expressionist 
"plays of Herman Voaden, where we had thought none existed. David 
French's contemporary comedy, jitters, is now available from Talon-
books. 
A disappointing announcement appears in this year's Aurora: New 
Canadian Writing 1980 (Doubleday): with this volume they are sus-
pending publication. Editor Morris Wolfe claims that the economics of 
publishing in Canada discourages new, quality writing. The result of the 
Ian Adams case - which established that a novelist could indeed be sued 
for libel -hardly brightens this picture. Nor does novelist Jack Hodgins' 
report on his recent visit to Japan, where he discovered the only 
Canadian fiction available in that country were Harlequin romances. 
DIANA BRYDON 
INDIA 
The publishing event of the year in terms of bibliography is Graham W. 
Shaw's Printt"ng in Calcutta to 1800 (OUP, London). Though it is 
naturally dominated by the work of British writers on India, it has several 
valuable leads for scholars interested in eighteenth century Indian 
writing in English. So far as creative writing by Indians is concerned, the 
publishing event is undoubtedly Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children 
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(Cape, London). A mixture of the imagined and the real, of history and 
fable, it is a mythic, poetic exploration of how India has been trans· 
formed in the twentieth century in certain basic respects and yet has, in 
other ways, either remained unchanged or adapted to a new milieu by 
modifying itself only in certain external, superficial ways. The vehicle of 
this exploration is a generation of children, all born with the Indepen· 
dence of India, who possess strange powers: one is a werewolf, another 
can walk through polished surfaces, and so on. This relates the book to 
an ancient Indian tradition of storytelling as well as to the modern 
interest in mythmaking: there is a congruence between the means and 
the end, though the book will not be to everyone's taste. 
With a certain formal similarity and equally exploratory, if more 
problematic due to the absence of external landmarks, is Amitava Ray's 
Baby Tiger (Wild and Woolley, Sydney). Technically less interesting, 
but perhaps more ·popularly readable is Farrukh Dhondy's Poona 
Company (Gollancz, London). This evokes the teeming life of a Poona 
bazaar in a series of short stories, linked by the locale as well as by a 
common set of comic characters. 
Other novels which should be noted include: Iqbal S. Bawa, The 
Galley Slave (Frank Brothers, Delhi), Gautam Sen, Marbles at Midnight 
(Writers Workshop, Calcutta), and E.P. Menon's Seven Houts to Dawn 
(Symphony, Bangalore). 
Themes of feminine interest are provided by Chaman Nahal's The 
English Queens (Vision, New Delhi), S.D. Singh's novel on the role of 
India! royalty during the 1857 'Mutiny', The Rajahs Mistress (Newman, 
New Delhi), Balwant Gargi's autobiographical novel The Naked 
Triangle (Vikas, New Delhi), Nergis Dalal's The Girl from Overseas 
(Hind, New Delhi), Uma Vasudev's The Song of Anasuya (Vikas), and 
Quaratullain Hyder's A Woman's Life (Chetana, New Delhi) which in 
fact includes two novelettes, one with the same title as the volume, and 
another on the 'Tea Gardens of Sylhet'. 
By contrast, military themes were explored in a welcome reprint of 
Manohar Malgonkar's 1959 biography of the Maratha admiral Kanhoji 
Angre (The Sea Hawk, Vikas). The contemporary Vice-Admiral of the 
Indian navy, N. Krishnan, gives an account of the 1971 Indo·Pa: '·tai. 
war in the Bay of Bengal, No Way But Surrender (Vikas), while Nirmal 
Nibedon locates his Mizoram: The Dagger Brigade (Lancers, New Delhi) 
in the politically troubled Indian hills sandwiched between Bangladesh 
and the Indian states of Manipur and Assam. Nibedon has broken a 
taboo in tackling the nature of the nationalist or regionalist (depending 
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on your point of view) guerilla movement called the Mizo National 
Front. Amita Kumar's The Night of the Seven Dawns (Vikas) is another 
war novel of 'interest. · 
Don Moraes gave up his Indian citizenship a couple of decades ago 
but, like Naipaul and Raja Rao, will probably find his name inextricably 
linked with the country to which he repeatedly retums in his writing as 
well as in his person. His biography of Mrs Gandhi (The Bodley Head, 
London) is lit by flashes of stylistic brilliance but fails to capture her 
elusive and enigmatic personality; and Moraes himself remains ambiva-
lent in his response to her. 
Mrs Gandhi's own My Truth (Vikas) is in a tradition of autobiographi-
cal and polemical writing in English by Indian public figures that goes 
back to the early nineteenth century, and its title evokes a comparison 
with Mahatma Gandhi's My Experiments with Truth. If it is not in the 
same literary class as any of the earlier 'public' writings, My Truth does 
provide an insight into the workings of her mind and is a curiously 
valuable piece of literature: politicians sum up their own times and, 
however one may value the phenomena, the pre-Emergency slogan that 
'Indira is India' has a germ of truth unintended by the flatterers who 
coined it. 
Other autobiographical accounts by public figures include Kasthuri 
Sreenivasan's Climbing the Coconut Tree (OUP, Delhi) and H.D. 
Sethna's The Mind's Journey (Amold-Heinemann, New Delhi). Some 
members of the Indian Foreign Service have written memoirs of their 
travels abroad;. D.N. Chatterjee, Indian ambassador to Leopoldville 
(now Kinshasa) from 1962-64, has written an account of the civil war in 
Zaire, Storm over Congo (Vikas). By contrast, few of the thousands of 
Indian teachers in Africa and other 'under-developed' countries of the 
world have written of their experiences. M.C. Gabriel, with an earlier 
reputation as a poet, who was in Ethiopia from 1966-71, has remedied 
that deficiency with his experiences there, Thirteen Months of Sunshine 
(Prachi Prakashan, New Delhi). P.S. Sharma's collection of Palestinian 
resistance poems, Forever Palestine (PLO (India) Office, New Delhi) is of 
greater political than poetical interest but does show another level of 
Indian literary interest in other countries. 
Mohan Mukerji's The Ham In the Sandwich (Vikas) is a humourous 
account of life in the Indian Administrative Service, while Shant a 
Kumar, in his A Chief Minister's Prison Diary (Vikas), ruminates on 
political fortunes, the Emergency, and India's prison system, which has 
recently received such a bad press. The emergence of autobiography and 
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biography as increasingly popular literary genres is striking evident!' of 
the change in India's philosophical orientation; different views were 
presented on this question in the papers for the eleventh annual con-
ference of the Institute of Historical Studies, Calcutta, now published by 
them as Historical Biography in Indian Literatures, edited by S.P. Sen. 
Further evidence of changing values is provided by Raji Narasimhan's 
Sensibility Under Stress: Aspects of Indo-Anglian Fiction (Ashajanak, 
New Delhi), and by Meena Shiriwadkar's first-ever feminist critique of 
the Indian novel, The Image of Woman in the Indo-Anglian Novel (Ster-
ling, New Delhi), which examines writing in regional languages as well. 
G.S. Amur's Images and Impressions (Panchsheel, Jaipur) includes a dis-
cussion of Kannada literature alongside Indian English writing. Most 
other critical volumes, such as M.K. Naik's Aspects of Indian Writing in 
English (Macmillan, Madras) were more traditional in approach. K.P.K. 
Menon's discussion of the work of A. S.P. Ayyar (Macmillan) is a welcome 
examination of the work of this stylist who has a high reputation in his 
own state of Kerala, but is little known outside it. The Kerala Sahitya 
Akademi (academy of letters) is to be commended for boldly becoming 
the first regional academy to promote study of writers in English from 
within. its region; further volumes in the Kerala Writers in English series 
are awaited with anticipation. 
D. V .K. Raghavacharyulu's The Critical Response (Macmillan) takes 
American, British, Commonwealth, and Indian Literatures for its 
province. 
The annual Review of National Literatures (New York) has just 
released its special (1979) issue on India. Among Indian joumals, The 
Literary Criterion (Mysore) continues to provide rich material, especially 
in the first two issues for Vol. 15, which have a selection of papers from 
the 1979 seminar, organised by the Indian Association for Common-
wealth Literature and Language Studies, on the theme 'Towards the 
Definition of a Modem Classic in Commonwealth Literature'; partici-
pants at the seminar came from several Asian countries, and Australia. 
Enact (New Delhi) approaches its fifteenth anniversary, having pub-
lished, in English or in English translation, some 100 playscripts. 
In his anthology Indian English Prose (Amold Heinemann) D. Rama-
krishna courageously introduces an underrated and underexplored area 
of Indian Writing in English, while K.N. Daruwalla's anthology Two 
Decades of Indian Poetry (Vikas) includes the work of seventeen Indo-
English poets from 1960-80. There were, however, disappointingly few 
volumes of poetry: Jayanta Mahapatra, Waiting (Samkaleen, New 
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Delhi); Sitakant Mahapatra, The Jester and Other Poems (Writers 
Workshop, Calcutta) and his Samudra (Friends Publications, Cuttack) 
about the human situation in a metaphysical context; Agha Shahid Ali, 
In Memory of Begum Akhtar (Writers Workshop); A.N. Rama, Bird of 
jesus (Writers Workshop); A.P. Mukandan The Great I and Other 
Poems (Samkaleen); and Z. Zaidi Images in a Broken Mirror (Prayer 
Books, Calcutta). 
In Karma Cola (Fontana) Gita Mehta's dazzling style contributes to 
Indo·English prose rather than to sociology, though its examination of 
how Western interest misconceives and trivialises Indian religion is often 
penetrating. Nirad Chaudhuri's Hinduism (OUP paperbacks), on the 
other hand, is as well written as it is substantial, though it has been 
attacked by Western scholars whose pet notions of Indian religions are 
threatened by Chaudhuri's personal and scholarly testimony. Finally, 
M.M. Desai has edited a collection of papers on Creative Literature and 
Social Work Education (Somaiya, Bombay) which includes discussions of 
Indo·English, Marathi and Gujarati literature; this testifies to the fact 
that Indian literature in English is now taken seriously, along with litera· 
ture in India's regional languages, as a means of understanding the many 
faces of India. 
PRABHUS.GUPTARA 
PAKISTAN 
The sense of impending doom under which the English writer, or any 
other writer for that matter, has been toiling of late in this country is 
beginning to tell, in the writing and in the general culture. The presence 
of Russian troops just out where General Zia's Islamic Maniallaw ends, 
brought cheer to no one. The freedom to write, meagre as it always was, 
has been circumscribed further by an era of stringent press censorship, 
displacement of writers, disappearance or proscription of literary outlets, 
disparagement of decent works failing to qualify as 'Islamic', the dis· 
couragement - indeed, the virtual extirpation - of English, and the 
Cromwellian closing of cinemas and theatres round the country. 
Writing in this climate is an act of freedom, of affirmation. The 
quantity is not impressive, yet there are signs and voices that are heard 
and seem to prevail: the books are few, but the belief is strong. We devise 
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survival even as the country's recidivist Martial Law, fourth since 
Independence, grinds its teeth at intellectual and imaginative defiance. 
The writer has almost begun to know his means. 
Irony is one, allegory and parallelism another. Bapsi ·sidhwa's first 
novel, The Crow Eaters (London, Cape) was a success. The story of a 
Parsi family, that moved to Lahore from elsewhere in India round the 
end of the last century, and its vicissitudes till 1940 is told with humour 
and gusto. The finesse of its language and the piled-up ironies of incident 
and chara •• er, of verbal wit and good-natured fun, remain enjoyable to 
the last. Only in years has a charming novel like this appeared in 
Pakistan, which, unlike some 'purist' experiments, is not politically 
innocent of its social environment. No doubt, within Pakistan it hasn't 
been received without demur, though the response has been more 
enthusiastic abroad. 
No books of poetry last year, except G. Allana's The Hills of Heaven: 
Selected Poems (Karachi, Royal Books) which mostly contains poems 
already published in other places. Zulfikar Ghose and Alamgir Hashmi 
published a number of poems in the periodicals in North America and 
Europe. Hashmi has been publishing his poetry in Pakistan as well; he 
also published his translations of some poems by the Urdu poet Gilani 
Kamran, in Pacific Quarterly (NZ, April 1980). There were no readings 
whatsoever, except those privately arranged. 
Muhammad Munir, formerly Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of 
Pakistan, brought out his collection of reminiscences, High Ways and Bi-
Ways of Life (Lahore, Law Pubng. Co.) which will surely generate much 
interest, following the stir created by his previous year's From Jinnah to 
Zia (Lahore, Vanguard) which was mostly a politico-historical account of 
Pakistan's days and ways. 
In historical criticism, the best book in the year was Sir Sayyid 
Ahmed Khan and the Muslim Modernization in India and Pakistan 
{Columbia Univ. Pr.), by Hafeez Malik, dealing with the 19th-century 
writer and reformer. Other books of similar interest may be Crisis in 
Muslim Education (Hodder and Stoughton), by S.S. Husain and S.A. 
Ashraf, and Iqbal, jinnah, and Pakistan (USA, Syracuse University), 
edited by C.M. Nairn. 
As the foregoing makes obvious, the debilitating compulsions of the 
new order in Pakistan have pushed most of the writers and writing - at 
least what they can publish and share - out of the country. Should the 
present situation persist for long, English stands a slim chance of sur-
viving as a creative medium, though many will still embrace it as a func-
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tiona) Esperanto. Again, whatever is being written now finds very little 
outlet as the publishing opportunities in the country are now almost nil. 
Publishers of Commonwealth writing in other places have not been able 
to ease the situation and thus they might be assisting in hastening the 
unnatural death of what could very well be the best period of Pakistani 
Literature in recent history. 
No doubt, Explorations, the literary and research journal of English 
language and literature published at the Government College in Lahore, 
continues in its stand against the odds in an exemplary fashion and was 
out once in the year (instead of the usual two issues). While its contents 
are strong, proofreading seems to be a main problem. Some cultural and 
literary coverage is ventured by a few general publications, and the 
Pakistan Times, Viewpoint, and the Muslim have been devoting space to 
literary subjects. Indeed, some fine poems appeared during the year in 
the Pakistan Times and Viewpoint. 
The merger of the previously separate governmental departments of 
Culture and Tourism under the Ministry of Army generally indicates the 
Establishment's touristy, showcase view of Culture, and English writing is 
just about the last thought in the mind of the neo·Islamic Republic. 




Perhaps the single most significant event of the year was the publication 
of Singa, Journal of Literature and the Arts in Singapore. Singa, 
taking its name from Singa·pura (original name of Singapore), is the 
official publication about literature and the arts in Singapore of the 
Ministry of Culture. As its first editorial puts it: '(Singa) features, in the 
main, original creative writing by Singaporeans, as well as reviews and 
surveys of the arts in general. Poems, short stories, short plays, excerpts 
from novels and full·length plays, reproductions of paintings are among 
what we would like to feature on an on·going basis.' Initially Singa is to 
be published twice a year and the first six issues receive handsome 
subsidy from Esso. Singa is edited by Arthur Yap, Sng Boh Khim and 
K. Singh. Because it intends to publish translations from Malay, Chinese 
and Tamil a team of six contributing editors (two from each language 
stream) are on the editorial board. The idea of Singa was first mooted 
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by Edwin Thumboo who is the Chairman of the Ministry's advisory 
committee on literary matters. The first issue of Singa has met with 
overwhelming success. Each copy costs US$2/ · and subscriptions and 
enquiries may be directed to Singa, Ministry of Culture, City Hall, 
Singapore. A review of the inaugural issue of Singa will be forth· 
coming in Kunapzpi. 
In its desire to foster literature among the Singapore public the 
Ministry of Culture organised a Poetry Recital. What was unique about · 
this Recital was the fact that I) it was officially sponsored and 2) for the 
first time poets from all the four official languages in Singapore (English, 
Malay, Mandarin and Tamil) met and read their works to the public. 
Part of the Recital was broadcast over SBC Radio. We look forward to a 
greater interest on the part of the Ministry of Culture in literary matters 
and can reasonably expect more such Recitals in the future. 
SBC Radio has been very active in making the public aware of matters 
relating to literature and the creative arts as well. Two programmes, 
both under the very able producer-ship of Charlotte Lim, may here be 
mentioned. Arts Alive deals with artists, writers and critics of the 
arts and enables a public discussion of problems and prospects. The 
Book Scene reviews books locally published as well as interviews 
writers as and when the opportunity arises. Both these slots are valuable 
and are increasingly paying more attention to literary matters in 
Singapore. 
The big event for 1980, as far as books are concerned, was, of course, 
the Annual Book Fair. It was an especially significant event for a new 
step was taken by its organizer, the National Book Development Council: 
to invite well-known international writers to grace the Book Fair each 
year. The first such Guest·of·Honour was Brian Aldiss, noted British 
author and critic. For the Fair the NBDC also published the Festival of 
Books Issue of the Singapore Book World, a publication 
designed to bring to public awareness some of the latest books to be 
published in the Republic. Singapore Book World is hand· 
somely printed and should form part of anyone's library. 
Publishing activity was varied and active. Several writers brought out 
new books. Lee Tzu Pheng's A Prospect of Drowning (Heinemann) 
finally made its appearance. Lee is one of Singapore's finest poets and 
her well-known poem, 'My Country and My People' has now become a 
Singapore classic. Lee writes sensitively, sensibly. She is best when writing 
about private emotional states and situations, metaphor being a staple 
ingredient of her best poetry. My Country and M:y People is Lee's first 
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collection of poems (long overdue) and we anxiously await her next 
collection. 
Down the Line (Heinemann) is Arthur Yap's third collection of poems. 
Yap has emerged as one of Singapore's best practitioners of the poetic 
craft with his ability to wield language to achieve desired effects. Yap is 
precise, economic, laconic. Behind the veneer of wit and humour is a wry 
tone which underlines the humanistic vision which he so urgently wants 
to communicate. Over the years Yap's poetry has got better and better 
linguistically but the cost has been a slowing down of emotional thrusts. 
There is no doubt, however, that Yap's poetry has added a new 
dimension to Singapore's poetry. 
A lesser-known poet, Ong Teong Hean, brought out Purple Leaves 
(privately published). This is a most exquisitely published volume of 
verse and is fast becoming a collector's delight. Ong tends to be prosaic 
but in his best verse is able to convey his feelings and ideas crisply. 
· Simon Tay, a very young poet, also published privately his first collec-
tion of poems, Prism. Tay has potential and should develop into a fine 
poet if the sensibility he now possesses is kept alive. Many other poets 
continue to write and publish, thus contributing to the very a'ctive and 
lively poetry scene in Singapore. Poetry Comer, edited by K. Singh and 
published by The Sunday Times each week (circulation over 200,000) 
continued to flourish with an average of 50 poems pouring in each week 
from readers. This despite public ridicule of the column in Parliament: 
the Singapore public has demonstrated that it needs an outlet for its 
creative energies and talents. Politicians, in talking about 'realities' may 
do well to bear in mind that Poetry is also a 'reality'. 
Robert Yeo's play One Year Back Home, concerning the difficulties 
surrounding Opposition in Singapore's One Party State, was successfully 
produced by Max le Blond. Yeo, a versatile write.r, managed to capture 
succinctly some aspects of the socio-political environment of Singapore 
and le Blond did an excellent job in the actual production of this contro-
versial play. We now await its publication. Yeo has edited the first 
volume of Prize Winning Plays, a series of books sponsored by the 
Ministry of Culture, to make available to the public creative writings that 
have won prizes in competitions organized by it. The first volume of Prize 
Wznning Plays (Federal) contains a very useful Introduction by Yeo and 
three very different plays set in Singapore. Singapore, with its cosmo-
politan structure and its fast-moving pace is a haven for dramatists 
(whose business it is, after all, to explore situations of conflict) and the 
three plays collected in this volume provide ample evidence of this. The 
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Paper Lanterns (Pan-Pacific), a play by John Tan (who has also written a 
novel, Bird Without Wings), was published but has not been produced 
on stage yet. It is a short play and deals with the problems attendant 
upon a society in which materialism is rife. Tan is able to portray well the 
situation, though the play tends to become overtly philosophical. But 
The Paper Lanterns is a welcome addition to Singapore's drama. 
Catherine Lim, Singapore's best selling authoress, whose first book of 
short stories - Little Ironies - has now become a household word in 
literary circles, continued with more little ironies in her second collec-
tion, Or Else the Lightning God & Other Stories (Heinemann). As the 
note on the back-cover states, this book 'presents another succession of 
vignettes brilliantly observed and meticulously executed against the 
backdrop of the ever-changing Singapore scene. Once again with her 
touch of irony and pathos, the author provides fascinating insights into 
familiar and not so familiar aspects of life'. A very different kind of book 
came in the form of Singapore Science Fiction, edited by R. S. Bathal, 
Dudley de Souza and K. Singh. This book is unique in that it is the first 
ever anthology of science fiction sotries to be published in Singapore. It 
contains thirteen short stories, each different and each a fascinating 
exploration of some scientifictechnological theme. Singapore provides 
ample stimulus to those interested in science fiction and Singapore 
Science Fiction bears able testimony to this stimulus. 
On the critical front, some interesting articles appear in 
Commentary Vol. IV, No 2 (Jan. 1980). 'Towards a Singapore 
Classic', an article by K. Singh exploring the problems and prospects of a 
'classic' in Singapore appears in The Literary Criterion Vol. XV, No 2 
(1980). Another critical article by K. Singh, 'Creative Expression in 
Cultural Diversity', dealing with the problems of being a writer in 
English in a multi-lingual context like Singapore, appears in the book 
Arts in Cultural Diversity, ed. Conduous, Howlett and Skull (Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, Sydney, 1980). Book reviews continue to appear in 
The Straits Times and other newspapers. The problem with the critical 
enterprise as a whole, in Singapore, seems to be that those who write 
criticism do not feel inclined to build upon other critical writings which 
are already there; each goes off on his or her own track without even 
bothering to find out if some of these tracks have already been covered. 
In view of all this K. Singh is now working on a full-length book which 
will bring together all the major critical writings on Singaporean/-
Malaysian Literature in English published in the last thirty years. This 
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project is the first-ever research project to be sponsored by the National 
Book Development Council. It is expected to be completed in June 1981. 
Finally, a pe~nal note: When I first began editing Poetry Comer for 
The Sunday Times in November 1979, I received a bundle of poems 
from an old man, a Malay man I had never heard of before. But I was 
impressed by the poems and I arranged to meet him. I discovered a frail 
but resilient man of 80 years who had been writing poems for over forty 
years. His one wish was to see his poems collected and published. I ap-
proached a publisher friend and at the end oflast year, The Marriage of 
the Rocks & Other Poems (Chopmen) appeared. Mohammad Ibrahim, 
the poet, is a born singer of songs, and to read his poems (all ballads or 
variations of the form) is to enter once again the magic world of poetry 
written for all races of man and for all times. With the appearance of 
The Marriage of the Rocks the eventful literary year 1980 drew to a close. 
KIRPAL SINGH 
SOUTH AFRICA 
The 1970s saw a poetry revival in South Africa, which was given initial 
impetus by Oswald Mtshali's seminal collection of black township poetry, 
Sounds of a Cowhide Drum (1971). In 1980 Mtshali's second collection, 
Firejlames (Shuter & Shooter, Pietermaritzburg) appeared; and a com-
parison of the earlier with the later collection (currently banned) gives an 
indication of the increasing radicalization of South African literature 
over the last decade. Mtshali's has shifted from a characteristically 
'liberal' voice of protest to what Ezekiel Mphahlele recently described as a 
'hard apocalyptic voice'; one no longer depicting the horrors of the 
Soweto streets, but prophesying a revolutionary future in a new Azania. 
Yet, despite the publication of Firejlames, and of promising first 
collections by Shabbir Banoobhai (echoes of my other self, by Ravan 
Press, Johannesburg) and Essop Patel (They Came at Dawn, by Blac, 
Athlone), 1980 was not a particularly notable year for poetry. Rather, 
the emphasis was on fiction. William Plomer's famous novel, Turbott 
Wolfe, whose racial outspokenness first caused a stir in 1925, was re-
issued by Donker, Johannesburg; while playwright Athol Fugard's only 
novel, Tsotsi (Donker), written some twenty years ago, was published for 
the first time. Edited by Stephen Gray, who also edited Turbott Wolfe, 
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Tsotsi is a vivid story of salvation and damnation played out agaimt the 
stress of black urban life and gang warfare. 
Stephen Gray continued to be one of the more energetic figures on the 
local literary scene. His own novel, Caltrop's Desire (David Philip, Cape 
Town), presents a powerfully satirical picture of individual crisis in a 
period of transition, from a colonial order to a modern apartheid state. 
In addition, Gray compiled a collection of short stories, Modem South 
African Stories (Donker), and edited C. Louis Leipoldt's hitherto unpub· 
lished novel of the Boer War, Stormwrack (Human & Rousseau, Cape 
Town), which in commemoration of the lOOth anniversary of Leipholdt's 
death appeared alongside the re-issue of that Afrikaans/English writer's 
early work, Bushveld Doctor. Furthermore, in commemoration of the 
75th anniversary of Herman Charles Bosman's birth, Gray compiled a 
Selected Bosman (Human & Rousseau) and successively adapted for the 
stage that short-story writer's harrowing account of prison life, Cold 
Stone jug. 
New work by other established writers included two autobiographies, 
Alan Paton's Towards the Mountain (David Philip) and Richard Rive's 
Wr#ing Black (David Philip), as well as a collection of short stories by 
Nadine Gordimer, A Soldier's Embrace (Jonathan Cape, London). A 
first novel by Christopher Hope, entitled Separate Development (Ravan), 
proved to be too biting for the authorities and was banned, while Forced 
Landing: contemporary black writings from africa south (Ravan) was 
also banned, then unbanned. Much of the literary energy during 1980 
did in fact emanate from black writers. Ahmed Essop's The Visitation 
(Ravan), Miriam Tlali's Amandla (Ravan) and Mbulelo Mzamane's 
collection of short stories, Mzala (Ravan), all capture aspects of a post-
Soweto South Africa. Further perspectives are provided by Rose Zwi's 
Another Year in Africa (Bateleur Press, Johannesburg), a novel 
employing a Jewish-South African background, and by Wessel 
Ebersohn's Store Up the Anger (Ravan), banned because the protagonist 
too closely resembled the dead Black Consciousness leader, Steve Bikol 
We'll ignore James Michener's The Covenant (Seeker & Warburg, 
London) - South Africa for the wide screen. Hawaii has had to suffer 
Michener's particular brand of 'faction' and .0 now does South Africa. 
Athol Fugard's new play, A Lesson for Aloes (due.to be published by 
O.U.P.), is a social realist exploration of self-ide~ty and constriction. 
This play ran successfully in Johannesburg before moving to New York 
where it struggled to survive against soaring theatre costs. 1980 saw the 
continuing emergence of a black 'theatre of the dispossessed', encour-
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aged by Ravan Press's cheaply produced Playscripts Series, which 
includes the award-winning Zakes Mda's We Shall Sing for the Father-
filnd and other plays, as well as Ronnie Govender's The Lahnee's 
Pleasure and Mtsemela Manaka's searing indictment of migrant labour 
conditions in Egoli. 
An intense re-examination of traditionally-held Eurocentric attitudes 
has over the last five years characterized South African literary debate in 
the streets, and such questioning is at last beginning to be heard in those 
edifices to The Great Tradition: the South African university English 
Departments. Most universities now offer courses on South African 
literature and Donker Publishers has begun a new series of critical studies 
aimed in the first instance at South Africans. Perspectives on South 
African Fiction by Maclennan, Hutchings and Christie, should provide 
students with a valuable standard critical work, while books in press 
include Chapman's Douglas Livingstone - a critical study of his poetry. 
The Johannesburg-based Staffrider magazine has continued to 
promote the work of black writers groups throughout South Africa and 
Zimbabwe, thus providing a vital socio-literary barometer. A new bi-
monthly magazine, The Bloody Horse (Bateleur, Johannesburg), hopes 
to do the same by extending its survey to include both white and black 
literary activity. Many believe that The Bloody Horse will only be able to 
attract white writers (such being the present literary polarizations in 
South Africa) and as a result will end up as a Sanguinary Equine - white 
writing (the more 'committed' commentators insist) being bankrupt and 
incapable of confronting present-day South Mrican tensions. This in 
itself is a challenging proposition and it will be interesting to see whether 
The Bloody Horse succeeds, like Staffrider, in stamping its own person-
ality on the South African literary scene of the eighties. 
MICHAEL CHAPMAN 
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